Infinifield
Alternate Build the Field Set-Up
This alternate set-up was designed for a single round game. All players help in the
building of the field.
Simple Rules: Place all the blocks of to the side to create a draw pile. Players will take
turns building the field. On your turn you will select a block from the draw pile and pass it to
the next player, that player then places the block on the field. After placing the block, the
player that placed the block will select another block from the draw pile and pass it to the
next player who will then place the block on the field. This pattern of selecting a block, passing
it the next player who places the block and then selects another block and passes it, continues
until the field is finished. Once the field is finished the turn rotation continues as players select
and place a pawn on a white block and continues into game play. The game is the played
following all rules of game play, the winner is the last pawn standing at the end of the game.
Additional Set-Up Rules:
1. All official field-building rules in the rules sheet for Infinifield must be followed.
2. The block you select to pass must be a different color from the one you placed on
the field (unless there is only one color left to choose from).
Note: The white blocks cannot be placed until there are at least 2 blocks already on the field.
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